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Automated Online Process Training in a Virtual Environment

Abstract

In this paper, we present the framework for an online virtual reality based learning environment for automated process training. The system has a lecture component that uses text-to-speech narrated lectures that are synchronized with interactive 2D and 3D graphics to introduce students to the concepts they will train on. The system also has a virtual environment (VE) that students navigate in first person where the practical training takes place. The VE contains accurate graphical models of the equipment on which training is sought, and is programmed with the logic of how the equipment is operated, and how it behaves. The system was used in various applications including training in the operation of Computer Numeric Control (CNC) milling and turning machines, welding machines, and industrial centrifugal pumps. In a pedagogical study that was done on the system, it was found that the virtual reality enhanced interactive online training produced similar student outcomes as compared to the traditional classroom lecture/lab approach.

Introduction

Training for the operation of industrial machinery and lab equipment is usually expensive, time consuming, and might require taking the equipment off-line. Furthermore, even with a knowledgeable instructor nearby to supervise the training, the equipment can still be hazardous to a novice trainee, and the novice trainee can be hazardous to the equipment. Thus there is a need to conduct, at least the initial phases of the training, more cheaply in a safe environment, where mistakes would not result in injury to personnel or damage to expensive equipment, without compromising the effectiveness of the training.

In order for the training to be effective and realistic, it is not enough for the students to learn by reading a book or a webpage, or listening to a lecture. A hands-on training on the use of the equipment is necessary in order to ensure that students are well versed in the necessary aspects of the equipment’s operation and also if needed its maintenance. A computer generated virtual environment (VE) currently offers the best available option for achieving this training goal short of using the actual equipment. The VE can be coupled with an online automated lecture on the use of the equipment, as well as step-by-step demonstrations of the various processes that need to be implemented on the equipment. The term automated as used here means that the course can be implemented without any need for a human instructor. This approach offers clear advantages over traditional classroom lectures, field training, or training manuals:

1- Learners can learn at the time they choose. The student can enter the virtual training environment at any time from a networked computer and choose to receive instruction in any topic of his/her choosing for as long as he/she wishes. In classroom-based training on the other hand, an entire group of students needs to convene at a specific time for a specific time to be instructed in a specific topic.

2- Learners can learn at their own optimum pace. The student can adjust the speed at which instruction is presented, can ask for more explanation, or go over a section of instruction material a second time. In classroom-based training on the other hand, the entire student group is presented with instruction at the same pace. The pace might be too fast for some
students who will then tend to fall behind. The pace can also be too slow for other students who might then find the instruction boring or at least waste their time on re-learning things that they already understand.

3- **Multimedia enhanced highly interactive and engaging Training Environment.** The famous Chinese thinker Confucius is reported to have said: “I hear and I forget. I see and I remember. I do and I understand.” The online training should be designed to emphasize visual representation and interactivity. As opposed to training manuals, the rich multimedia content of the virtual training environment helps keep students interested. The high level of interactivity keeps students engaged in the learning process.

4- **The ability to learn and experiment within an inherently safe environment.** As opposed to working with real instruments, virtual instruments in the virtual reality environment are inherently safe and pose no danger of student injury, or equipment damage. The student is hence free to learn and experiment with the virtual instrument without instructor supervision. Furthermore, while there is no limit on the time that the student can spend on the virtual equipment, the student’s time with the actual equipment is often limited by the equipment’s availability, and the availability of an instructor that needs to be there to supervise the training.

5- **Minimizing training cost.** Since training on virtual instruments does not involve using any consumables, or human instructor resources, or equipment downtime, and since the training can be performed at the individual’s home or office which eliminates travel expenses, the cost for training can be substantially reduced.

6- **Increase training speed and fidelity.** Students can see inside a virtual instrument simply by making parts of the instrument semi-transparent (Figure 1) as opposed to a physical instrument where they would need to take the instrument apart in order to see its internal workings. Furthermore, the system can speed up non-interactive processes that usually take a long time on the actual equipment, such as machine warm up, to focus on more important training tasks.

![Figure 1. Virtual reality model of a centrifugal pump (left), showing the shaft assembly components (right).](image)

7- **Display of visualization objects.** The virtual training environment can be used to display a multitude of visualization objects such as cutting planes, isosurfaces, streamlines, etc (Figure
2). The visualization objects make learning of spatially dependent concepts more efficient and effective.

![Figure 2. Visualization of a scalar field in a virtual environment using an interactive semi-transparent colored/contoured cutting plane (left) and an isosurface (right).](image)

8- *Decision making training.* In addition to teaching students how to effectively operate the instruments, virtual training scenarios can also teach them decision making when faced with complex situations. Using a rule-based expert system, the user can interact using natural language with the computer generated characters that populate the virtual environment. This interaction can be accomplished with a microphone using speech recognition technology, or by using text. The user can also interact and collaborate with other users within the VE.

9- *Quickly adapt to new training needs.* If students need to train on a new instrument, they do not need to wait until they acquire the instrument. Students can use the VE to train in the use of equipment that has been added to the system’s database even before these instruments are fielded.

10- *Easy course management.* A web-based course management system allows course administrators to get a real-time view of any student’s progress within the course and to easily generate reports and statistics related to course usage. The course management system also controls the students’ access to the course and records their registration information.

An automated interactive online course can accompany the VE and serve as the backbone of the learning environment (Figure 3). The course is delivered using text-to-speech technology by near-photorealistic animated virtual tutors. The course is organized into a hierarchical tree outline of topics. The multimedia course items include pictures, movies, Flash animations, interactive Flash simulations, and virtual reality models to enhance the learning experience. At the end of every course topic, the students are presented with a series of questions to test their comprehension of the material that was covered (Figure 4). Based on how the student scores in the post-topic questions and exercises, the tutor can either suggest that the student continues to the next topic, or go back over some of the previously seen material. The system can also answer natural-language user questions by searching the course material. Trainees can interact with the system in a multimodal way using a computer pointing device, specialized haptic devices, typed commands, or spoken commands.
Figure 3. Snapshot of the course window for a centrifugal pump maintenance course. The virtual reality window on the right contains the virtual instructor and VE. The lecture window in the center is running an interactive Flash animated slide. The speech window at the bottom contains a text version of the virtual tutor’s audio commentary on the slide. The course outline window on the left contains a hierarchical tree of the lecture topics.

Figure 4. Example of a drag-and-drop question on welding equipment from an online welding course.

While the simulation of physical equipment within the VE clearly adds educational value as compared to 2D drawings of the same equipment, course designers should be careful not to cram elements into the VE that add no educational value by virtue of being displayed in 3D. In general objects that need to be rotated, manipulated, opened, disassembled, or visualized should be
viewed in 3D. On the other hand, objects that are inherently 2D such as 2 axis graphs, pictures, text, and equations should be displayed within a 2D environment (Figure 5). Furthermore, many simulations can more simply, cheaply and just as effectively be done in 2D using Flash or some other form of interactive content (Figure 6). Hence course designers should be judicious as to what they place within the VE, being careful to only place in the VE objects that add educational value by being viewed in 3D (Figure 7).

![Figure 5](image1.png)

Figure 5. Displaying objects that are inherently 2D such as graphs, text, or equations within the VE (left) does not add educational value, it is simpler and more effective to display these objects within a 2D environment like the Flash lecture slide in the middle of the shown course window (right).

![Figure 6](image2.png)

Figure 6. 2D simulations of neutral buoyancy (left) and the ideal gas law (right) that will not be more effective if done in a 3D VE.

It is also the opinion of these authors that while VE should be used to visualize complex objects, it should not be used to navigate the course, or to move between course sections. Some course designers use rooms within the VE (such as in second life) that students access to navigate the course, with each room containing a course section, as a way of mimicking a school environment. While this might have entertainment or novelty value, it not only adds unnecessary development effort, but also makes course navigation confusing without increasing instructional effectiveness. In the opinion of these authors, a physical space should be modeled the VE only to contain the objects that need to be visualized, or if the navigation and/or visualization of the physical space is itself an educational objective (Figure 8).
Training Applications

The above described system was used to effectively develop several learning environments, some of which are described subsequently:

1- The Advanced Virtual Manufacturing Lab (AVML): The AVML\textsuperscript{7-10} (Figure 9) is a complete system for training in Computer Numeric Control (CNC) milling and turning machine operation and Numeric Control (NC) programming. It includes a comprehensive course on machine shop safety, design and components of CNC machines, material science basics, machining fundamentals, cutting tools, and NC programming. The AVML also provides interactive step-by-step training in various machine operations. The VML includes interactive virtual reality models of a FADAL VMC 3016L 3-axis milling machine (Figure 10), a HAAS Super VF-2 5-axis milling machine, and a HAAS SL-20 turning machine (Figure 11). The machine models include an NC code emulator to execute NC code on the virtual machines including commands for moving the cutting head, changing travel speed, changing rotation...
speed, controlling coolant flow, and changing the cutting tool. The machine model also incorporates a solid modeling capability that allows the virtual machine to cut a virtual part by subtracting the volume of the tool from the volume of the part in real time (Figure 12). The system also calculates the forces on the tool during the cutting of the virtual part to predict tool breakage events (Figure 12).

Figure 9. Lecture item from the AVML on workpiece setup on a milling machine.

Figure 10. Interactive models of a FADAL VMC 3016L 3-axis milling machine.
Figure 11. Interactive model of a HAAS Super VF-2 5-axis milling machine (left), and a HAAS SL-20 turning machine (right).

Figure 12. Virtual machining of a work piece on a 3-axis milling machine. The machine controller view on the left shows the current NC-code line that is being executed. The machining monitor on the top right shows the machining parameters and estimated values of the cutting forces.

2- The Virtual Welding Lab (VWL): The VWL (Figures 4, 13) teaches the theory and practice of welding processes. The VWL includes four welding processes: Shielded Metal Arc Welding (VWL-SMAW), Gas Metal Arc Welding (VWL-GMAW), Flux Cored Arc Welding (VWL-FCAW), and Gas Tungsten Arc Welding (VWL-GTAW) (Figures 7, 14).

3- The Virtual Centrifugal Pump Lab (VCPL): The VCPL (Figure 3) teaches about the selection, installation, operation, and maintenance of centrifugal pumps. The VCPL includes a detailed model of a typical centrifugal pump that students can use to visualize the internal pump components during pump operation (Figure 1).
Figure 13. Snapshot of a lecture topic from the VWL on interpreting welding symbols.

Figure 14. Snapshots from the VWL show a virtual welding machine for Gas Metal Arc Welding and Flux Cored Arc Welding (left) and a demonstration of virtual shielded metal arc welding of a workpiece (right).

Measuring Effectiveness

The effectiveness of the aforementioned Advanced Virtual Manufacturing (AVML) course was assessed in an undergraduate and in a graduate level engineering course\textsuperscript{11}. No significant difference was observed in student outcomes between students who learned the lecture material using the AVML and students who learned using the traditional classroom lecture approach. The mean score for students who learned the lecture material in a traditional classroom setting was 88.3\% with a standard deviation of 9.0\%, while the mean score for students who learned solely using the fully automated online course was 90.0\% with a standard deviation of 10.5\%. This shows that a fully automated interactive online course can be an effective substitute for
classroom teaching in either a lecture or lab setting. The cost advantage of the automated class renders it superior to the traditional classroom teaching. It is interesting to note that in the above mentioned study when the AVML was used in conjunction with classroom instruction, student outcomes improved significantly to a mean of 99% with a 3.2% standard deviation.

Conclusions

The framework of an online interactive automated course delivery system that includes an interactive virtual environment for training was presented. A pedagogical value study of the system concluded that the system was on par with the traditional classroom lecture/lab approach in terms of teaching effectiveness. The systems implementation in a computer numeric control course, a welding course, and a pump maintenance course was described.
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